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Right now the Gay Community
News is in serious difficulty and we,
the human beings who make up this
paper, need your assistance. Yes, we
n·eed you. Do you need us?
The history of the Gay Community News has been filled with the
normal ups and downs of any fledgling organizatiori. It includes triumphant growth and glaring mistakes.
That is because the history involves
human beings who are capable of such
victories and such errors. It has grown
as the people in it have understood its
needs and the needs of the community it attempts to serve.
In the past year and a half, we
have tried to fill the gaps in the lines
of communications that cross the gay
community. We have covered news
stories that the GLOBE and the
HERALD AMERICAN refused to
touch, or from angles they wouldn't
dare to show. Organizations have
come to us with their news and problems and we have let you know who
and what they are. We have tried to
share the common feelings of the
gay person in "coming out" so that
others out there might know they
were not alone. We have attempted
to provide a forum for the philoso-

phies and views of all facets of this
community. And we have given free
space to organizations' listings and
events so that people would know
where to go to meet each other. We
feel the services that the newspc!per
can provide are valuable. Would you
miss it, if such services were not
available?
If you check the classified ads this
week under Jobs Offered, you'll notice 3 or 4 positions on the staff of
the paper are open. We want you to
know why. Since we have not said
otherwise before, we know that many
people in the community think that
"paid'' staff members are making a
comfortable, or, at least, acceptable
salary on which to live. It depends,
of course, on the definition of "acceptable," but we feel that most of
you eat more than a bag of potato
chips, or a bowl of soup each day;
that most people have not had their
phones or their gas turned off because of inability to pay their bills.
In effect, by giving up most of
their $60/week salaries in order to
be able to pay the bills of the newspaper, the staff has loaned this paper more than $1,000.00 a month
for several consecutive months in
(Continued on page 4)

Legislation Plans- Ready
By STAFf
The Massachusetts Gay Legislation '75
Committee held its first meeting on last
Saturday, November 16. Chairpeople for
the afternoon were Edward L. May and
Lama McMurry, of the Homophile Union
of Boston and the Daughters of Bili tis, ~spectively. Also in attendance were Paul
Hajes, Kevin Sulliva, Joseph Martin, Ian
Johnson, David Brill, Rep. Barney Frank,
and a representative of the National Organization for Women. •
The group was informed by Rep. Frank
that December 4 is the deadline for filing
all legislation. It was agreed that the gay
community would ce11ter its 1975 legislative efforts upon three different bills: 1)
A bill to repeal four sections of the state's
criminal code, 2) A bill to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in
state civil service employment, and 3) A
bill to outlaw discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation in general, in housing,
employment, public accommodations, and
credit.

The first (repeal) bill would have the
support of the Massachusetts Bar Association, it was announced, and would be given
additional impetus this year as a result of
a recent Supreme Judicial Court ruling suggesting the need for such legislation. The
second (civil service) one, which got consideTable support in the legislature, would
have as a basis numerous federal court rulings requiring a nexus to be drawn between unsatisfactory job performance and
sexual orientation to justify dismissal. The
third bill, regarding general discrimination,
was considered to be the most important
one, and the most effort would be put into
this bill, and the public hearing for it.
Rep. Frank suggested that the Committee obtain as many sponsors for each bill
as possible, from both parties, and from all
across the state, to establish broad-based
support. He stated also that unlike 1974,
the 1975 session .of the legislature may
greet the gay rights bills with some organized opposition, the reason being that no

a

one had thought that the House vote on the
bill (79-139) would be as close as it was.
Rep. Frank also indicated that the House
Chairman of the Commerce and Labor
Committee (which hears testimony on the
major discrimination bill) may be Rep.
William F. Hogan (D-Everett), an outspoken opponent of gay rights legislation
who currently chairs the Veterans Affairs
Committee. And while this may present
some problems, it was revealed also that
Rep. David J. Mofenson (D-Newton) was
under active consideration for the Chairmanship of the Judiciary Committee,
which oversess the sex-laws repeal bill; Mofenson has a very pro-gay voting record.
In addition to the filing and sponsors of
the legislation, the finances and structure
of the Committee itself was discussed. It
was agreed that neither HUB nor DOB
should have to overcontribute to the finances of the Committee, which will need
a budget of well over $ 1000 this year.
Plans were discussed to have various groups
from all over the state organize benefits to
fund the Committee, which accumulates
large expenses in the areas of printing,
postage, publicity, and telephones.

Many persons present were enthusiastic
about having a "Gay Americans Day" similar to the one held in 1973. Rep. Frank
stated that he was "scared" about the 1973
one before it was held, but was so very
pleased with the results of.it that he encouraged the organizing of a second one
during 1975.
One reason why the major discrimination bill's hearing during 1974 was so impressive was tha·t the Committee had gathered a great deal of factual evidence concerning discrimination against gay people.
This is an area which the Committee felt
that .the gay community would have to
respond equally well to this year in order
for the hearings to be successful. If anyone
could report any type of anti-gay discrimination (such as denial of employment,
being fired from11 job, denial of a mortgage, loss of apartment, etc.) it was agreed
that they should contact HUB or DOB as
soon as possible. Although no names or
other identifying information is necessary
to include as testimony, actual ca6 histories
are urgently needed, and would be treated
as confidential at all times.
In addition to HUB and DOB, o_ther or(Continued on 1)898 9)
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By STURGIS HASKINS
, · AUGUST A - Pollsters were not the only
ones surprised in last w~el<'s election, Maine
voters demonstrated their independence
once again, by electing the only independent Governor in the nation. Winner James
Longely was dismissed by even the most
experience pundits as a candidate who
stood no chance ofvictory. Though the
state's largest newspaper, the conservative
Bangor Daily News, endorsed him late in
the campaign, prevailing sentiment had
relegated him to a poor third behind Democrat George Mitchell and Republican
James Erwin. The former, long a ranking
aide to Senator Edmund Muskie, had been
expected to win over two-time loser Erwin.
The campaign ahd been a relatively mild
one. Both "major" .,--andidatcs shied away
from the Gay issue as much as possible.
Gay-rights advocates, who during the spring
primaries had button-holed all party contenders for their position on the issue, had
failed to confront Longely. Erwin was well
known in the Gay community as a homophobe. Mitchell's views progressed from
relative disinterest to modest support. The
election upset sent Rights supporters to
their files to sec what support, if any,
might be forthcoming from the new governor. Doctoral candidate Susan Henderson,
a University of Maine history major, reported to GCN that Longely had been
quoted in the Maine Times as saying that
he supported the idea of Gay-rights and
that he considered homosexuality a valid
alternative life-style. Longely was also reported to have told Jonathan Sayward,
Maine summer resident and Denver, Colo.,
Gay Activist, that he felt victimless crimes
should he taken off the books.
William Cohen, perhaps Maine's most
popular office holder, handily won reelection over Mark Gartley, a notorious heterosexual apologistand former Vietnam POW.
Congressman Cohen has been supportive
of Gay concerns. His Bangor office has on
several occasions cooperated with movement requests. Cohen is a member of the
Bangor Unitarian Church whose congregation includes a UU Gay caucus.
Just how sympathetic the Maine legislature will be this next term to Gay-rights
legislation remains to be seen. Several candidates known for their support lost in the
election bid. Among them was Democrat
Bob Talbot, a black, who had until recently been Executive Director of the
Maine Human Rights Commission. Talbot's brother, Gereld,is a state representa:
tive from Portland. Both brothers addressed the University of Maine's Wilde-Stein
Club last spring.
Precisely what course of action will be
taken by those who desire changes in the
law is uncertain. Peter Prizer, a Coordinator with the Maine Gay Task Force, told
GCN that the matter would be on the
agenda of the Nov. 24 meeting in Brunswick. Prizer had earlier said Gay activists
had decided after the June primaries not to
make Gay-rghts a campaign issue, fearing a
backlash similar to that generated earlier in .
the year by the Democratic Gay-rights
plank and the Gay Symposium at the University of Maine. Prizer said also that he
hoped to schedule an appointment with
,
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BANGOR-The new Mayor of this city
has met with members of Gay Support and
Action. The meeting was arranged by
Chairperson Danny Estes. GSA is anxious
to have a positive liaison with Bangor police particularly since the opening of their .
Gay Community Center on Franklin Street,
in the heart of the downtown business district.
In a report of other activities Estes, who
was an openly gay delegate at this year's
state Democratic convention, said that Gay
Support and Action had retained attorney
Paul Zinzian to oversee legal incorporation
of the organization.

+

+

+

. 'AUGUSTA-Tom Maxwell, V.:ho ;as
jailed last month after writing a threatening letter to Gov. Kenneth Curtis when his
request for a pardorr was rejected, conCinilM
to be confined to the Kennebec County
Jail. Stan Fortuna, of LAMBDA, Brunswick, has reported that Maxwell wrote a
letter of apology to the governor recently.
In response to the letter it is believed th_at
the governor telephoned the judge informing him that he did not believe Maxwell
was serious in his threat. Those familiar
with the case are quoted as saying that it is
not unlik~ly that Maxwell will be released
on probation.

+

+

+

ORONO-Community Board status has
been awarded to the Wilde-Stein Club by
the Student Senate at the University or
Maine. Walter Peter John, a spokesperson
for the club, said that Community Board
status legitimatizes off-campus activities
and means that additional funding might
be sought from both the Community
Board and Student Senate.

+

+

+

BANGOR Susan Henderson has been
elected new Vice-Chairperson of the Bangor Unitarian Gay Caucus. Henderson, who
will shortly earn a doctor's degree in history, has been active in the Maine Gayrigh ts movement. The Chairperson of the
local Caucus is Dan Estes, also a doctoral
student at the University of Maine. Beth
Henderson and Estes have been active in
church affairs. Last month Henderson coconducted the Sunday service. The Unitarian Church in Maine is to date the only
religious organization in the state to openly
support the Gay'community. The first public Gay dances in Maine were held at the
Bangor parish house. Subsequently Unitarian churches in Brunswick and Augusta
have opened their facilities to Gay people.
The Revs DJ and Irving Stevens, ministers
of the Bangor church, have been criticized
by conservative clements within the local
church for their outspoken social activism.
On Nov. 24 a meeting will be held following the Sunday service to discuss whether
or not the Stevens will be rtained. The
threat to the Stevens' ministry is not believed a serious one. In the two years of
their tenure membership has grown markedly and the church has re-established itself as one of the most potent in Eastern
and Central Maine. Both the city's mayor
and the .district Congressman are numbered
among its members.

+

+

+

BRUNSWICK - LAMBDA and Gay Women of Brunswick have announced that ·
they will jointly sponsor training sessions
for gay counsellers. A $5 fee will be charged
to cover expenses. Further information is
available via Counseling, PO Box 4542,
Portland 03 I 12.

+

+

+

BANGOR- Pickets were again out in
force this past week here to protest the
showing of an anti-gay telecast of the
Policewoman. The demonstration, the second of its kind within a month's time, was
organized by Maine Gay Task Force Co-

news notes
POLICE STOP GCN AD MANAGER
Boston, GCN-The advertising manager of
the Gay Community News was stopped by
policemen on Cambridge St. on November
13 at 1 :45 a.m. as he left a pizza restaurant. The polcemen did not give a reason
for stopping him, but simply detained him,
' asking him where he was coming from and
where he was headed. When they asked who
he was and where he was employed and he
responded with the information that he
was advertising manager of this paper, one
of the policemen reacted with an, "Oh,
Christ, good night," rolled up his window,
and they drove away.
HUB TO CHALLENGE

file. HUB officials contend that this is a
blatantly unfair tactic, in view of the fact
that there is currently nothing to prevent
an unlimited number of completely false
FIO's from being written about a person.
What is needed now is the supp~)ft of
the gay community. If any gay person
knows that he has been the subject of one
of these FIO reports, they have bfen asked
to immediately contact HUB at (617)
. 536-6197, or write them at 419 Boylston
Streer, Room 509, Boston 02116. Although all names are treated confidentially
it was noted that HUB's law firm, Rook,
· Ro't h, and ·Rubino, should be aware of the
nature and incidence of FIO reports.

The Homophile Union of Boston announced this week that it has been·meeting with its attorneys to formulate plans
for a legal challenge to the Field Interrogation and/or Observation (FIO) report system that is currently being used by the
Boston Police Department to keep records
upon persons found in suspicious areas.
The FIO system has been used extensively
in the Bay Village area of the city, and
came to light as a result of the increased
activity on Boston's "The Block" cruising
area.
The.FIO form contain s a great deal of
information about thcperson who is questioned, although it is not in any way an
arrest record. Police officials refuse to say
what the data is used for.
The HUB action came as a result of a
statement from Police Commissioner Robert J. diGrazia last week that the subject
of the FIO is not allowed to see his own

ordinator Peter Prizer. Prizer told GCN that
efforts to have the offending show removed
from the air were not successful. Prizer,
John Frank from the University of Maine
and other activists were invited to preview
the show in advance of the broadcast at
the Portland NBC affiliate. Members of
four Bangor-area organizations mounted a
one-day-long protest effort against WLBZ,
the Bangor affiliate. Participating were the
Wilde-Stein Club, Gay Support and Action,
the Unitarian Gay Caucus and the University of Maine Feminists Organization. The
offending station allotted about two minutes to the spokespeople to present their
views.

+

+

+

YARMOUTH

Standley Fortuna, allegedly a Gay activist and prime mover in
LAMBDA of Brunswick, has not been
sending news items to GCN news reporter
Sturgis Haskins. Haskins, who was described as 'grim' was said to have termed
the situation as "serious." Fortuna has often
been in the forefront of protest efforts and
had promised Haskins continuing coverage
of his activities. Friends of Haskins, voicing concern over his mental health, have
publicly appealed to Fortuna to resume
his letters.

+
+
+
PORTLAND - Last week's column reported an apprent conllict between a local
Gay bar, Roland's Tavern, and gay rights
activists. According to the manager of the
tavern, matters have been worked out to
mutual satisfaction. Due to an apparent
misunderstanding, MGTF coordinators
incorrectly were under the impression that
literature might not be distributed within
the bar. It is the policy of Roland's to examine posters and literature before allowing posting or distribution.

ADVOCATE SOLD
LOS ANGELES- The ADVOCATE,
largest of the homosexual newspapers in
the U.S., has been sold. Dick Michaels and
Bill Rand, majority stockholders of Advocate Publications, Inc., announced Nov. 8
that they have reached agreement to sell
the ADVOCATE to Liberation Publications,
Inc. The actual sale and transfer date is
December 30, 1974, according to the agreement signed in Beverly Hills on Nov. 7.
Liberation Publications, Inc., is a newly
formed California corporation headed by
David Goodstein of Atherton, Calif., best
known as president of San Francisco's
Whitman-Radclyffe Foundation. Mr. Goodstein is well-known in gay circles in San
Francisco, having been active in the Society
for Individual Rights (SIR) and the Alice B.
Toklas Memorial Democratic Club. Formerly president of Compufund- Management Corp. of New York and San Francisco, he was best known on Wall Street for
bringing statistical analyses and computer
technology to investment selection.

NBC MEETS WITH GAYS

Harrassment
At Wilbar's
By STAFF
Two Boston gay men have made a complaint against the management of Wilbar's
Shoe Store at the Prudential Center shopping plaza in Boston. The two men, Maurice Perkins and Daniel Stanwood, made the
complaint "in the fonn of a report to the
Homophile Union of Boston.
According to their report, the two men
entered the Prudential Center establishment
at approximately 2:00 PM on Saturday, No
ember 9. After browsing through some
shoes, they state that they then seated
themselves in the fitting area, and Perkins
asked the salesman, whom· they described
to be a tall, moustached blond man in
early 20's, for a particular style of shoe.
The salesman, they allege, started to yell
at the two men, who readily acknowledge
their gayness, He said, "Get out of here,
you fags, or we'll arrest you for tresspassing!" He would not listen to the pair, who
were seriously interested in the shoes, and
proceeded to summon two uniformed
security guards into the store.
According to the report, the gaurds pulled the pair out of the store, saying, "Don't
you fags ever come in this store again!" and
chased the two all the way through the
shopping plaza, down the escalator, and
onto Boylston Street.
HUB has initiated an investigation into
the matter with the management of Wilbar's, and a report is expected within two
weeks. The two men have suggested that
local gays boycott all Wilbar stores to reciprocate for this harassment.

Nationally recognized leaders of the gay
community met with the top executives of
the NBC Television Network last Friday,
Nov. 15, in an attempt to establish working relations between the two groups.
The meeting was sparked by the massive
protest of a recent NBC network program
on "Policewoman" called "Flowers of
Evil," in which three lesbians drugged,
starved and killed little old ladies in a nursing home. The program had been the object of protest by gay people and organizations around the country.
Representing the gay community were
Sidney Abbott, coordinator, Task Force on
Sexuality and Lesbianism, National Organization for Women; Dr. Howard Brown,

Gay Academic Union
Holds Second Conference

his

This fall the Gay Academic· Union will
sponsor its second annual conference. The
theme is "Toward Community ." It will be
held at the Loeb Student Center of New
York University, Thanksgiving Weekend,
November 29th & 30th, 1974. Last yeat's
conference drew some 325 participants;
pre-registration figures this year indicate
an attendance of 600 or more persons.
They will be a cross-section of academic
worker: university faculty and graduate
students, some undergraduates, administrators and librarians. Joining the academics will be physicians, lawyers, journalists and independent scholars from across
the country.
"Toward Community" will be a forum
for the presentation of research on gay
life, literature and history. The conference
will offer over thirty specialized scientific
and scholarly papers in simultaneous ses-
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National Gay Task Force; Barbara Gittings,
coordinator, Task Force on Gay Liberation, American Library Association Philadelphia; Dr. Franklin Kameny, president,
Mattachine Society of Washington, D.C.;
Rev. Troy Perry, moderator, Universal
Fellowship o,f Metropolitan Community
Churches; and Ginny Vida, spokeswoman,
Lesbian Feminist Liberation. Principal negotiators for the group were Loretta Letman, Gay Media Acth;>n and Ronald Gold,
communications director, National Gay
Task Force.
NBC representatives were ted by Robert
Howard, president of the NBC television
network, This meeting marked the first _time
Howard had agreed to meet with members
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sions, several major lectures and' workshops.
In many cases this is the only forum for a
new kind of research--investig,a tion founded
on egalitarian assumptions ahout formerly
taboo areas of human behavior. The conference will also provide an opportunity
for sharing experiences and ideas about the
teaching of courses relating to sexuality in
general and lesbianism and homosexuality
in particular. In the last three years, courses
in American universities within the general
area of gay studies, despite their isolation
from each other, have increased from just
a few to several dozen.
gay organizations.
A fundamental objective of the GAU
(and of this conference in particular) is to
foster the development of leadership for
the civil rights campaign against discrimination based on sexual orientation. By
bringing together large numbers of gay academics the GAU expects to facilitate the
growth of skills needed in advancing the
cause of gay rights and working with such
established groups as the American Civil
Liberties Union, the Sex lnformation and
Education Council of the U.S., the American Association of University Professors
and the United Federation of Teachers.
Among the panels and workshops scheduled are "Lesbian Invisibility in the Professions," "Experience of Gay Male Consciousness Raising," "The German Gay
Movement," and "Figures in Gay Male Literature."

of the gay community. Other NBC representatives included Larry White. VP in .
· charge of programming; Marvin Antonowski, VP in charge of program ad.ministration; John J. McMahon, VP in charge·of
program operations; Ms. Lin Bolen, VP in
· charge of daytime programming; and Robert Kasmire, VP in charge of corporate relations. Absent from the meeting was Herminio Traviesas, VP in charge of standards
and practices for the netwQrli.-~d the man
accused of lying to NGTF and LFL in connection with the "Policewoman" show.
In the course of the 2¼ hour meeting,
major proposals were made by the gay representatives for future network policy on
gay programming. Early in the discumon,
Howard Said that NBC was not ready for
ultimatums from the gay community, but
that he was willing to discuss our grievances and consider our suggestions.
Bolen, who is in charge of the daytime
soap operas, agreed to hold meetings between gay representatives and her head
writers on both coasts. She promised these
meetings would be held within a few
weeks. McMahon, who works with production house_s and producers who provide
series to the network, said he would let the
programming sources know that NBC was
willing to accept gay-oriented material. He
agreed to work in Los Angeles with Perry
and possibly set up a meeting between producers and gay representatives.
Howard said he would discuss the possibility of adding an anti-discrimination
·statement based on "sexual preference" to
the NBC hiring practices guidelines. While
he did not agree to take the "Flowers of
Evil" episode off the air during the rerun
season, he did promise to screen the program with Brown a:,d a lesbian before
making a decision about the rerun. He also
arral)ged to hold another meeting with the
same participants in mid-January to check
on the network's progress.
Reaction to the meeting by the gay participants was mixed. Gold thought the protest had been "co-opted" by vague promises from NBC. However, the general reaction was oautiously optimistic. Most of
the gay participants agreed to assume the
. network will operate in good faith and follow through on its promises, pending a report on progress at the January meeting.
If NBC does not fulfill its promises and develop working relations with and programming for the gay community, direct action
against the network is olanned.

UUA To Renege on OGC?
By JOHN KYPER

charles st.
meetinghouse
boston

8:00 p.m. friday november 22

donation$2

In mid-October the Board of Trustees
of the Unitarian-Universalist Association
voted to establish a denominational Office
of Gay Concerns (OGC). The decision was
the result of four years of lobbying by the
U-U Gay Caucus, but the 12-11 vote re-·
fleeted the controversy within the Association over the OGC. Robert Nelson West
UUA President, had recommended that 'the
Trustees not set up the Office. Members of
the Gay Caucus were suspicious that West
might try to sabotage the OGC before it
was operational.
These fears were seemingly borne out
last week with the publication of a letter
from West on the front page of the denomination's newspaper, the U-U World: "My
clear recommendation . . . was that the Of.
fice not be established as part of UUA headquarters. I believe that the establishment
of such a UUA office is a distortion of our
priorities. We have a wide range of social
concerns and denominational needs. To
establish such an office with a full-time .
professional staff person, full-time secretary, travel expenses, and progr~m money
for one particular cause constitutes a dis-

tortion of priorities and a disproportionate
utilization of resources."
West's letter concluded: "As President
I am subject to the direction and control
of the UUA Bo:;ird and, just as I developed
a model for the Office, I am proceeding to
establish it as voted by the Board. I urge
the next General Assembly [in June,
1975] , to consider priorities in the whole
range of Unitarian-Universalist concerns."
Members of the Gay Caucus have been
quick to react. Frank Robertson, Assistant
Minister of All Souls Church in Washington , D.C ., and a prominent Caucus member, blasted West's letter as "highly unethical in terms of putting down a program
that both the General Assembly and the
UUA Board have established. It will make
it next to impossible for a professional to
do an effective program under these circumstances."
Robertson suggests that members and
friends of the Gay Caucus write letters of
support to- the UUA administration. The
address: Dr. Bobert Nelson West President
Unitarian-Universalist Associatio~, 25 Bea-'
con Street, Boston, Mass. 02108.
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friends about it and get their subscriptions
in to us? Do you need it
(Continued from page I ) ·
enough to find stores in your community who would sell it? Do you
care enough about it to spend the
order to keep the paper going. This
25t when you're in the bar drinking
would not really be quite so horrible
several dollars away, rather than
until you realize that this situation
reading it there and tossing it back,
exists when we are working 40 or 50
or worse, taking it with you and just
hours a week or more to put out the
"forgetting" to put your quarter in
newspaper. ·we simply cannot conthe box? Do you have that "comforttinue to live on $100 a month or less
able" or "acceptable" income where
that we actually get, and it s~ems toa few dollars a month to see the patally unrealistic to expect to find new per continue wouldn't hurt your
staff members who would.
budget that much? Or could you find
No one asked us to start this news- an hour or two each week to do jobs
paper, we know. But it appears to us
that we simply haven't the time to
that people want it now that it exdo while trying to put the paper toists. We started with no capital at all,
gether to get it out? Can you type?
which may certainly be the worst
or fold? or walk? or write!? Do you
way to start a business, but we felt
have some photographs of gay events
the service was needed. Now we
that are just lying around that we
want. to know if you do indeed want
could put to use? Do you know some
this newspaper to continue its ser_vices. local business people who might adDo you wa11t it enough to tell five
vertise in the paper? If you can ansEDITORIAL

what's it to you?

GCN is dedicated to providing coverage of
events and news of interest in the New Eng. land gay community as well as stimulation ?f
event-oriented opinion within the community.
Application to mail at Second Class postage
rates is Pending at Boston, MA.
Annual subscription rate $10.00.
Address for subscriptions, address changes,
letters to the editor, contributions, comments,;
. etc.: GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
02108. Telephone (617) 426-4469.
GCN is published weekly, and is copyright
1974 by GCN Inc., all rights reserved, reprint
by permission only.
GCN's office hours are: Monday through
Saturday, 10 am to 6 pm; Sunday, 4 pm to
8pm.
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ugly truth

Letter to the Editor, GCN:
' the work they are doing and I may well
I was disturbed by the closing paragraph
become involved in their activities. That
of your editorial in the November 8th GCN, was most kind of you to send that inforregarding the Nazi centerspread. You had
mation about John Kyper on to me. Neednothing to apologize for in running selecless to say, I share all the anger that contions from NS KAMPFRUF. The ugly
cerned homosexuals must feel about his
truth is that such fascist groups exist withdeportation. As I mentioned earlier, a few
in the gay community. GCN should have
friends of mine have written several newsno regrets for its expose, and its readers
papers and to members of government
should not behead the messinger bringing
protesting that action. Beyond that, I
this bad news.
used his case at a recent debate on discrimOnly by bringing this matter to public
ination against homosexuals held at Dawattention can we demonstrate that "Gay
son College in Montreal. Everyone agreed
Nazi" is as much a contradiction in terms
the Immigration Laws make a Joke of the
as is "Jewish Nazi." Remember that HitOmnibus Bill- - not to mention the Canadian Penitentiary Rules and Regulations on
ler slaughtered more homosexuals than any
homosexuality.
other inquisitor in history.
I have a meeting scheduled with the
love,
Commissioner of Penitentiaries to discuss
John Kyper .
the possibility of bringing homophile
groups into the prisons on a weekly basis
to assist gay inmates. Wish me luck on
that project--! will need it.
In gay peace,
Dear GCN
Guy
Roy
Greetings and solidarity ....
Toronto, Canada
I want to thank you and all the staff
for the issues of the Gay Community News
that you have been sending me without
charge over these final months of my incarceration. Your publication has encouraged, informed, and guided me as I prepare
to return to society at large and hope to
make a meaningful contribution in the
area of Gay Liberation work.
I expect to be meeting with members
of GATE before the end of the month. I
have heard some very positive reports on

out of doors
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wer yes to any of these questions
and haven't done them, then we
wonder how much you really do care.
We have asked for your help before, and we have received it to some
degree. We have asked for your suggestions and ideas and we have been
sent a few. How we want more. We
want to know exactly what your
feelings are and we want you to tell
us-in person. We're sure that you
have many questions to ask us, too.
We are scheduling a meeting for
the entire community-that means
anyone who is interested in seeing
GCN continue the services it provides.
If you can't attend the meeting because you live outside the Boston
area, then we expect to get your letters. Otherwise, don't complain
about the outcome. The meeting will
be Tuesday evening, December 3 at
7:30 p.m. at the GCN office, 22
Bromfield Street in Boston.
We will all be there. Will you?

aloha
Dear GCN:
Congrats to Elaine! We heard about her
victory here in Hawaii on KGMB-TV Channel Nine .... they did a spot on changing
times, mentioning Ella Grasso, Krupsak of
New York, and Elaine ... all in the same
breath!! In was really great to hear, and it
has stirred some talk in this most unliberated state in the Union (excepting New
Hampshire).
Best of luck and love to Elaine, anyway ..
.. Honolulu how knows she's a winner!. ...
should say Honolulu now knows that there
is at least one Lesbian in the world !
John C. Lawrence
444 Lunalilo Home Rd.
Honolulu, Hawaii

96825

'hole pride
To the Editor,
I congratulate Jane de Plume on her
article, "Gays Should Know Better" (GCN,
Vol. 2, No. 21) in which she points out
that Lesbians and women can be as oppressive as men. It's always easier to blame all
our problems on the "Oppressor", while
cleansing ourselves of any wrongdoing.
I have a complaint against some women
who-promote a double standard. Often I
hear women call someone an "asshole".
As a (gay) male I am offended by this. If
a man called a woman a "cunt", all hell
would break loose. W~ll it just so happens
that the asshole is a beautiful part of my
body, and I don't like the word used derogatorily. Think about it.
Charlie Cunningham
Cambridge, ~ass.

gayseg.ok ?
To the Editor,
I appreciated Jonathon Taylor's letter
from prison. I, however, don't understand
why segregation of gay prisoners would be
so bad. Would it be that the guards ·would
be even more vindictive than usual? It seems
to me that segregation· would keep the gay
men away from the violence which is so
much a part of th.e heterosexual male lifestyle. Could someone please enlighten me
on this matter.'
Satya Klein
Cambridge, Mass.

;TRY ME?
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By ROSE FLOWER
Channel 7's Bostonia this week was revolutionary in presenting a totally positive
view of lesbianism. The show called "Their
World" was an interview of two women
lovers, Ellen B. Davis and Millie Posselt,
It was a homey, chatty show. A voiceover discussion presented Millie and Ellen
talking about their relationship, their gayness, parents, coming out. Film clips
showed them at home relaxing or walking
hand in hand through the park_ It showed
the women as happy and much in love.
Of course there were legal problems in ·
airing the show. And the FCC regulations
meant that disclaimers proceeded and followed the show. However, producer Marc

Hamilton said that in handling these problems Bostonia set precedents that would
make future efforts easier to put on the
air. He wants Bostonia to do more gayrelated shows.
"I wanted to do the show to give the
straight community insight and to destroy
their stereotypical views of gay people,"
Hamilton said. "The reaction has been
heavy and very mixed. A quick review of
letters and phone calls shows that many
straight pepple thought it good."
Hamilton enjoyed doing the show. He
felt that he and the women were "on the
same wavelength" and that he learned from
them.
Ellen and Millie both had good things
to say about the Channel 7 people. Ellen
felt that they truly wanted to learn and
Millie felt that there was a mutual bond of
trust between crew and subjects. Although
they may have had different reasons for
taking on the project, all were fairly satisfied with the result.
The producer wanted the show to help
tear down the straight world's stereotypes.
Millie hoped that the show would teach
that lesbians aren't "filth, dirt and slime,
but just people. On the other hand, Ellen
was mainly concerned with getting a message to other gay people.
"I wanted the show to be a positive
portrait of lesbians to tell the younger,
confused gays and the older, scared ones
not to be afraid of being gay. I wanted
them to see that lesbians could be on television being happy and loving," she said.
Millie said that she would have wanted
the show to "focus more on Millie and
Ellen as representatives of the gay community, rather than as individuals . We
came across as the neighbors next door
which was what they wanted to do. I
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wanted to say more of the gay community at large."
"Because we're products of a heterosexual world we did come across as just
like a heterosexual couple," Ellen said.
"But actually, I believe that gay couples
are different; they are more aware and
sensitive because they have hacl to overcome the oppression of the straight world
and of other gays."
"Personally," she said, "I thought I
looked too serious. I would have liked for
more ofmy energy to show through. And,
too, people are saying we were awfully
corny. We weren't corny. That's just us."

Millie and Ellen just playing.
To tell the station your views write:
Bostonia c/o Marc Hamilton
WNAC-TV RKO General Bldg.
Government Center
Boston, Mass. 02114
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Just Another Chronic Conflict
By ANONYMOUS

So Gay is O.K. with the A.P.A. (American Psychiatric Association), huh? No
way! At least, don't bank on it-unless the
shrink is under thirty and obviously liberal.
Some might brightly volunteer, "Hey
that's cool," or some other -such encouragement; but the vast majority of shrinks
are older conservative uptights.
Learn the hard way: go to a hospital for .
tests. Let on that you are gay-by statement, visiting friends, and by asides to
nurses. Your credibilityiis shot; your symptoms become psychosomatic before your
eyes; and tests to diagnose your medical
problems are suddenly, "not required at
this time:"
ls this a gross exaggeration? At this
point, I think not.
I went to a diagnostic hospital with eye
hemorrhages and other observable symptoms. I faced the shrinks, and after the
damnedest assortment of tests, was proclaimed to have a valid medical problem
for which there is no known solution.
A year-and-a-half later, with even more
MD-observable symptoms (including a labcertified, screwed-up endocrine system),
I went to another hospital to see of the
state of the art had advanced so much that
something might help ..
BUT ... At my request, I went into this
one "cold," with no previous records in
hand. I wanted to see if they would come
up with the same diagnosis, especially
since the eye hemorrhages had not recurred.
In hospital number 1, Personality Inventory Tests and/or friendly chats with resident shrinks were par for the course. It
requires little intelligence to know the set
of "proper responses": YOU- love your
mother- are not overfly fascinated by fire
-are not married but have a secret affair
with a member of the opposite sex and are
going to be married, very soon of coursehave a satisfactory sex-life-are not depressed-and most assuredly you are not
attracted to members of the same sex (a
question concerning attraction to the same
sex appears on th_e various tests).
Hospital number 2 had the same test
(for openers). This time in a fit t,f "what·
thehell, why not," I changed one answer:

"I am attracted to members of my own
sex."
Yes, true, damn right-I still love mother, have a satisfactory sex life and am
not depressed.
RESULT: "Abnormal MMPI (Personality Inventory)- request psychiatric interview."

Enter shrink
(There ·is of course a certain amount of
preliminary bobbing and weaving.
Shrinks, like native New-Englanders, indulge in polite persiflage as a matter of
course before gett_ing to the point. This
is called "establishing rapport with the
patient" in order that the patient might
be more open ( or open and shut).
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anct you may or may not get a kindergarden-version answer based on What They

Want You to Know.
The only solution, therefore, is to "rip
off' your own chart in the middle of the
night, hide in the bathroom and muddle
through it. By this time-honored and
proven method, I read "Shrink's" report:
"Patient was cited as, 'aggressive, controlling, assertive, masculine, with chronic
conflicts. A personality of this type is
prone to psychosomatize. I would recommend Open Ward therapy, which she would
probably not accept, or Haldol'."
Sure enough, the resident arrives with
the magic word, "Haldol." And what is
Haldol? Oh, just a muscle relaxant. Uh
HUH! Found out when I got home from
an unsolicited· copy of Consumer Report's
"Medicine Show" that, "Haldol ... is an
anti-psychotic ... that works."
Marvy, friends and neighbors. So it
works fine ...
There's only one catch; I turned out to
be NOT psychosomatic. Fortunately, the
confirming tests were before shrink, for l
can guarantee that all medical tests were
stopped/deferred/deemed unnecessary
after shrink.
After the magic word "Haldol" was
pronounced, I was advised that I should

Finally
(I ask straight out)
"Why are you really here?"
Shrink: Oh, standard interview in this hospital. And,there were a few conflicts on
your MMPI I was asked to check into.
Me: Ok. Like what?
Shrin)cYou are single?
Me: Yes.
Shrink: Do you date much?
Me: No.
Shrink: Un HUH!
Me: Whathehell! What do you really want
to know?
Shrink: (slight sneer) Anything you ;ant
to tell me about yourself.
Me: Un HUH! You mean like the fact that
I am gay?
(Pregnant pause ... eyeball to eyeball ...
unflinching, unabashed)
Shrink: Are you disturbed by that?
Me: By what? By you trying to stare me
down?
Shrink: This tendency to homosexuality.
Me: Hell no. I am what I am. Besides, the
AP A says A-ok .
Shrink: Well, no; not exactly. The feeling is
that homosexuality may not be in and
of itself an indication of maladjustment;
but of course, if it begins to affect ...
Me: UhHUH!
(Another pregnant pause, eyeball to eyeball. Finally, he speaks)
Shrink: How would you feel about the
possibility that your symptoms are psychosomatic?
Me: Some, maybe. All things are possible.

But, how did I manage to self-generate
flame hemorrhages in both eyes? How
did I manage to come up with a "b1arkedly low" throxin level , or an elevated
VMA, or a certified hypertensive crisis
when I am markedly hypo tensive? Hey,
man, explain how all those things just
happened to happen; and I might buy
that some of it is really all in my mind.
Shrink: Now, calm down. You're very aggressive, you know. I really can't give
you answers to those questions; they're
out of my field. Well, thank you.
(And out he went)
This gave me pause for thought and
cause for not a little annoyance. I was aggres~·ive, just because I pointed out in a
fairly level tone that there were proven
and documented medical symptoms. This,
frankly, made me feel very aggressive, to
the point of uttering the profound expletive, "Bullshit!" As luck would have it a
nurse was passing by and paused to re;ord
this on my chart. (Have you ever read those
charts? - "Patient is joking with another
patient not in her room;" Patient is asieep,
seems restless;" "Patient ate well." And
now , recorded for posterity, "Patient said
Bullshit.")
I had learned in Hospital No . 1 that it
is standard procedure for patients to be
considered categorical idiots and told
nothing about the state of their condition
except in "doctorese." This is calculated
so that it will be 'incomprehensible as
''H mm, your T-4 is low," or "Midline,
vermis in normal." Ask what that means,

I
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Community Health Care / Self·belp
by Judi Stein

expect to go home next day. And, so I did,'
with the remarkable words, "There turn
out to be a few things that should be
checked, but much of this can be done as
an outpatient. W1~ do not see that such tests
are merited at this time, but strongly recommend that you go to a hospital for them
within the next few months."
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run centers as a very political statement.
A woman I know has not been to a
are important and valid.
gynecologist for six years. Her previous
Clearly this non-profit collective is a threat
The Health Center women introduced
to the medical establishment (doctors makexams were so painful and humiliating that
· themselves, and spoke briefly about the
ing money from their patients' ignorance
she has chosen to ignore a crucial aspect of
Center. There was a presentation of a serie·
and fear). When the concept of self-help,
her own health care. She is by no means an
of slides, beginning with one of a smiling
of knowledge-sharing, is the basis for each
unusual case. Many ofus have, for good
woman. That slide was titled, "Happiness
reasons, put off or completely neglected
patient's care there is at least a small crack
is knowing your own cervix." Others demgetting a yearly gynecological exam.
being made in the walls of the corporate
onstrated the technique for cervical selfmedical structure of this country.
Too often gynecologists give discourteexamination, symptoms of syphilis, methMe: How come you didn't check out all
ous or perfunctory treatment to patients.
The women at the Health Center are
ods of birth control, the technique for
the things now, while I'm here?
Too often those patients are made to feel
aware of the implications of what they are
breast self-examination, etc. There were
Resident: Well, umm, there didn't seem to
stupid for asking questions; especially the
doing. The fact that decisions are made
also various slides of women's self-help
be any indication until we got these
poor
and/or
non-whites
are
victims
of
a
collectively,
patients
and
health
workers
groups.
There was a constant interchange
results today from certain tests we ran
doctor's or drug company's experiments.
work with the doctors, medical care is not
between the women showing the slides, am
last week. And besides, give yourself a
Wit_h out serious disorders, they are told that viewed as a class privilege, and they have
the women watching them; and the feeling
few months under thyroxin; you'll feel
they need expensive, major surgery. Often,
collectively stated their political beliefs on
was one of warmth.
more up to more tests. Just go home
in tremendous pain, they are told to go
just these issues shows that awareness.
Afterwards, each of the women from
and try to enjoy life.
home and lie down for there is nothing
From their statement, "We feel that
the Health Center did a cervical self-examMe: Which means this room is already
really wrong. Obviously, not all doctors are
sexism, the patriarchy, capitalism, and racination. An exam is done by inserting a
booked for another patient today.
quacks
or
inconsiderate
pigs.
But,
most
ism
are
inextricably
intertwined
...
we,
as
plastic speculum (two advantages over
Resident: Probably, yes.
doctors have a stake (emotional and/or
feminists, feel that working for a womanmetal: it's not cold and you can see the
Me: No Haldol?
financial) in preserving the medical status
· vaginal walls) and looking with a flashlight
controlled health center based on self-help
Resident: Well, no ... It turns out that we
quo. Most doctors are threatened by a conand self-knowledge is a realistic focus for
and a mirror. A DOB woman then did a
don't think it would help as much as
sumer-oriented
health
care
movement
when
cervical
self-exam and everyone commente!
us
in
the
struggle
for
a
more
human
society.
thyroxin. (Any reader who knows anythe traditionally least-questioning patients
on the variety and shapes and colors of
Control over our lives and bodies is a basic
thing about medicine should howl at·
begin to 'organize and question their mediissue."
each other's cervix. The whole feeling was
that line: Thyroxin, a muscle relaxant??!
cal care.
relaxed and un-pressured; everyone was
Hopefully, the Women's Community
Me: Nurse, do me a favor.
Up to this time, health care has really
invited to participate, but no one was
Health Center will be able to become a vital
Nurse: Of course, dear.
been sick-care, a response to an existing
rushed.
and useful part of the Cambridge communMe: Just mark on my chart that for the
complaint rather than preventative mediity in which it is located. There is an awareThere was a constant exchange of inforsecond time this week, patient said,
cine. But there are alternatives. There exist
ness of the necessity for an increased inmation and stories. Some facts that doctorF
"BULLSHIT."
.
a few clinics in Greater Boston that are
volvement from the community, and they
often neglect were talked about: that
oriented toward the patients rather than
are aware of the dangers of becoming yet
douching is usually unnecessary, and can ir
;
,
. the profits. There are important differences
another health agency that is in, but not
fact upset the chemical balance of the va,,,
between patient-oriented health centers and part of, its community.
gina; cotton underwear (much better than
private doctors. The first is that they look
Their gynecological exam includes a full
nylon as it is more absorbent); and using
at the patient as a "human being," deservand complete explanation of what happens
corn starch instead of talcum powder (it's
.'v.
ing of dignified and quality health care.
during the exam. Women are given the
cheaper; and there is some question about ,
There is also often a desire to de-mystify
chance to begin self-help by inserting the
connection between cancer from the talc
,I,/;
medicine, to make knowledge available to
speculum during their own examination.
mined for talcum or baby powder).
us so that we may be participants rather
A health worker from the center accom- _
There is a belief behind the women's
than observers in the maintenance of our
panies each patient from start to finish,
health care movement which:is shared by
~n
bodies. Most clinics cost lP,SS than private
answering questions, and offering the perthe women from the Women's Community
doctors, or have a sliding scale for fees,
sonal contact that is often missing from
Health Center, "that knowledge is power."
and view quality care as a right, not a
clinical care. If a woman is interested, she
Too long women have been denied knowlprivilege.
is encouraged to join a self-help group. Fees
edge of and power over their own bodies.
at the center are variable. Each woman is
The self-help concept, and self-help night
,11:11
handed an envelope and shown an explanaat DOB spread a little more knowledge, an(
The Self-Help Concept
tion of costs of the Health Center. There
will perhaps enable those of us there to
Self-Help is a term coined by Carol
are suggested fees, but what each person
take more control over the care of their
Downer of the Feminist Women's Health
puts in the envelope is entirely her decision.
bodies.
IUII
Center in Los Angeles. The term expresses
There is no record, and no one is penalized
The Women's Community Health Center
the concept that we can best know our own
for poverty. The suggested fee for a full
is located at 137 Hampshire St. in Cambodies and often what might be wrong with
GYN exam is a very reasonable $15; with
bridge. This is about four blocks east of
them. Self-Help as applied to women's
other services the suggested fee varies.
Inman Square ( take MBT A buses 83
91
~
J
gynecological care referrs to the concept
from Central Square to the corner of Prosand the practice of doing cervical self-exampect and Hampshire streets, walk two
Health Night at POB
ination, keeping track of the menstrual cyblocks east). Their phone number is (617)
One of their outreach programs is a
cle, and doing breast self-examinations.
547-2302, and there is someone there durpresentation of self-help programs and selfThe reasons for doing any of the aboveing the day to make appointments and
examinations around the Greater Boston
mentioned procedures are two-fold : to keep
talk. Their doctors' office hours (the two
area. Recently two women from the Health
in touch with our bodies, especiall our
doctors are both women and feminists!)
Center went to the Boston Daughters of
: genital areas which we have been taught
\
are Monday and Thursday evenings. Call
Bilitis (DOB). What follows is a description
: are unclean and enable us to participate
of what happened and its importance.
during the day to set up an appointment.
knowledgeably with our doctors in our
There were only about ten women from
Right now they are offering complete
own
health
care.
j
DOB present at the rap, but the two wogynecological
exam. In the future they
men from the Center seemed unconcerned
,
would
like
to
offer
pregnancy testing atld
with numbers. Their presentation was a
The Women's Community Health Center
foo
screening
for
lead
paint
poisoning and
relaxed sharing of information rather than
There is now a place in the Greater Bossickle-cell
anemia.
They
are working on an
a lecture, and their concern was that woton area where women can go for gyneup-to-date
referral
system
for women who
men should feel comfortable with the procological care that is relaxed, open and
need/want
different
medical
care than they
ceedings. Part of the concept of self-help
clearly feminist in,orientation. The women
offer.
is that we all know a great deal or are able
at the Women's Community Health Center
Llifl
to know a great deal about our own bodies
are all feminists who see the. return of
women's health care to women-owned-and- and that our experiences and perceptions '
GCN, November 23, 1974 + Page 7
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Speak ing for Mysel f
By ALLAN STEWART
I'm sick of "Gay Lib" and gay activists
on political ego trips. I'm tired of the hypocrisy, deceit, bitchiness, and outright
exploitation of the gay community in the
name of gay liberation. I've had it with
self-appointed "spokespersons" who dare
to speak for me and the gay community
without k nowing for wh om and for wh at
they are speaking, or what the gay community need~ and wants.
Over the past year or so, I've had th e
misfortune to become closely acquainted
with too many gay activists. Several were
very close friends for varying lengths of
time. Some were casual acq uaintances,
friends of friends. Several, I'm sorry to
say, were casual tricks, bedmates for the
night;-they went back to their lovers or
wherever. Of course we had to talk about
Gay Lib . That's about all they knew.
They all, without exception, had three
things in common. Each was obviously
intellig°ent, well read, and well educated.
Each believed, probably sincerely, in some
activist fo rm of gay liberation or gay righ ts.
Their approaches were different, naturally,
as were the 01ganizations to which they
were devoting time :.md energy. As a group,
they were probably representa tive of the
spectrum of gay liberatio n m ovemen t organiza lions.
These activists all saw the goals of gay
liberation in much th e same ways. You
can guess easily what these goals were: a

clear reflection of the outraged rhetoric
with which we are bombarded constantly
in speeches, newspapers, and magazines
for [to?] the gay community. Gay Liberation says the party line, should be an
openness· and sharing among gay people;
a building of a community on love, trust,
and mutual respect; a forging together to
change the attitudes and actions of others
towards us. Sounds great, doesn't it? And
it's certainly h ard to argue against. .
So, these ac tiyist friend~ and acquaintances were brigh t and artirnlate, and
they were committed sincerely to a particular group ostensibly fighting for gay
rights and gay liberation. That's two of
the three things they had in common. The
third thing, learned from sad personal experience and the reports of reliable friends,
was a completely incongruous, incredible
ineptness in sexual encounters. Briefly, .
they were lousy in bed!
You may say there is no correlation between a person's activism and his sexual
performance. Someone is sure to say it is
not important; that placing so much emphasis on the sexual act is sexist and sick.
Someone, surely, will say it was the individuals involved, or the circumstances
weren't right, or something. And I won't
buy any of these weak excuses.
There should be a decided, positive
co~relation between a person's gay activism
and his response to sex, like it or not! When
you plow through all the rhetorical gar-

bage, the main point [perhaps the only
point, but certainly the basic one] of gay
liberation and gay rights is sexual: the freedom to have sexual relationships with a
person of the same sex. And without that,
there is nothing, zero, zilch. Let's quit and
go home.
These people's ineptness wasn't a matter
of inexperience, nor was it a question of a
lack of mutual attraction. There wasn't
any obvious dysfunction of motor skills,
and they were certainly physically mature
enough . These people were on such an ego
trip that they felt they did not have to
practice the very openness, warm th, lovingness, etc., etc., they preached. They could
not [or would not, which is much worse]
relax and enjoy the very acts for which
they professed to be fighting. Yet these
are the very people who presume, who
DARE, to speak for the gay community! •

ACTIVIST S SPEAK
Item: An activist bewails the necessity
of gay people meeting in the bars and the
bushes. Ile refuses to have sex with someone he claims to love [and who certainly
loves him], because it would "fuck up"
his head. But when his need got the best
of him, he headed furtively i.,o the bars/
bushes he professes to hate for the most
impersonal kind of one-sided sex; a pure
ego trip for him to find release. He preaches
love, but he cannot practice it. He has no

right to speak for me about gay liberation
or. gay rights.
Item: A counselor for a homophile
health organization talks incessantly about
his work in helping to bring gay people,
mostly youngsters, out: how rewarding it
is, how helpful to others, how much good
it does the cause of gay liberation and gay
rights. He readily admits, however, that he
finds the sexual act totally repugnant, and
only permits his lover to have him once a
week. But it angers him that his lovers
wander, and that he cannot keep them.
Yet he dares to speak for me and the gay
community. I feel sorry for him, but
sorrier for the people he counsels.
Item: A militant member of a gay
church organization preaches cooperation
and sharing and reaching out, then attacks
viciously the V~iY people, especially
straights, who respond. He claims they are
giving of themselves only because they
have guilty consciences, not b ~cause they
really care. That doesn't stop him from
taking what they have to offer, though.
He cannot speak for me: I will not tolerate
such hypocrisy, deceit, and bitchiness.
Item: An extremely vocal gay libber
admitted to me recently that he knew nothing about the leather sub-culture, about
transvestism or transsexualism, about les(Continued on page 9 )
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' Speaking

(Continued from page 8)

bianism. In fact, he confided, life would be
so much easier for gay people if they could
somehow disassociate themselves from
these "lunatic fringe" groups, because
straights wouldn't feel so uncomfortable
about being around them. Who speaks for
whom, and why? I'm not sure, but he does

not speak for me.
I could go on and on, but I think the
point is made. Sex is not the be-all and
end-all of·the gay experience, but when
gay activists try to disassociate themselves
from it, they Jose their effectiveness. Gay
people are not as stupid as many activists
would have us seem, and we judge not by
what a person says but by what he does.
Gay activists everywhere complain bitterly
of lack of support from the gay communi-

Move out
to the St

■

There's music in the air.
Magnificent drinks
have become
second nature.
And you can dance
under a rainbow of
rhythmic blues 'til
morning comes back .

ty, but they don't deserve the support they
get. It is only because many of us a_re willing to overlook, for a time, their serious
faults that they get any support at all! Or
we believe in the end result, and are _willjng
to support that, and let the loud-mouths
take what credit they wish.
It's not a happy situation. Gay rights
and gay liberation have come a long way
since that fateful day at the Stonewall bar,
but all too often it has been in spite of, and
not because of, gay activists. We have come
as far as we have because people who were
committed were willing to work quietly in
their own ways to achieve the things that
have been achieved. .
The question is, Who speaks for whom,
and why? My answer is, I'll speak for me,
thanks very much, without any more help
from gay activists. I'd rather spend time
working for gay liberation than in defending gays from the activists. That's self-defeating. l'li°appoint myself as the spokesperson for me, and I don't want any interference. But when activists can stop being
hypocrites, liars, bitches, exploiters, then
I will gladly join the cau~e, publicly,_with:

·tLllOT-~c~,· ·{;t,i r•ll_"'
30's Look for 30's Prices
279 Newbury St.
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., 11-6
Wed., Sat., 11-8

out shame. When activists become aware
of, comfortable with, and self-confident
about their sexuality, I'll gladly support
them. Until then, no way.
The main goal of gay rights and gay liberation is sexual freedom! When our
self-appointed "leaders" acknowledge
[and can practice it lovingly and joyfully]
this, then, and only then, can gay liberation and gay rights be wholly successful.
I hope the day comes soon, though I
haven't much hope, that I will know who
speaks for whom, and why.
LEGISLATIVE MEETING
(Conti~ue.9 -from pap~

ganizations that will be sponsoring the bills
•will be Americans for Dernowitfr Action
(ADA), Citizens for Participation in Political Action (CPPAX), National Organization for Women, the Civil Liberties Union
of Massachusetts, and possibly the National Women's Political Caucus.
Since the elections are all over, the Committee has urged each member of the gay
community to meet and/or write her or his
legislator NOW, to discuss the bills and
gather early support for the issue. Legislators can often be convinced of the merits
of an issue if the communication is done
prior to the enormous publicity and debates which the issue of gay rights generates.

AFTER
DARK

s

Appearing this week in the CABARET LOUNGE:
Wed., Nov. 20-Sun., Nov. 24

WAYLAND FLOWERS & MADAME

One of the nicer places in town .
At 20 Blagden Street,
behind the Boston Public Library. 247-3910
Sunday Brunch 1~-4 p.m .
Tea Dance Sunday 4- 8 p.m .

Mon. & Tue. Nov. 25-26

BUTCH ELLIS & SHOW
Leath'cr Nite
Tue. 9-12
50c Drinks if
Wearing Leather

Sunday Nite
Happy Hour
25c Beer 11-12

9 P.M.-2 A.M. -- 7 nights

IS L.ANSDOWNE ST., BOSTON

Student Nite
Mon . 9-12
50c Drinks with
Student I. D.
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NEEDED!!
gay anarchist printing cofi~looking
BE-THE FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK.
for others to share working/living space
Send 2Sc ·(5 for $1) plus stamped, self-: · Someone, two or three for distribution
of GCN in Brighton/ Allston area and in trip: learning, training, and maintenance
addressed envelope, for your. very own
APT. SOUGHT BY PROF. WOMAN
GAY GREETING CARDS
Cambridge area. Tues. afternoons. Small in a 24 hour offset print shop (begun
Lambda/Boston button. Traditional
Quiet, safe and clean, with view
At Lastl Gay Greeting,x:ards you don't
commission involved. We just need you Jan '72) designed for cooperative use
gay lib "Lambda," incorporating the
(west) and fireplace. Quality referhave to mail in a plain brown wrapper!
to deliver newspaper to places that have by all resistance movements that proname "Boston." A great conversation
ences avail. Will respect and care well Write for designs and order blank.
vide equal access to the poor.
.agreed to carry GCN - no hassles. First
Happy Holidays from Gayline Greetings, ~~. GC~~~Ol~0~----for your property. Please write to
(3) people to respond will receive an all
mercure or lin
ALL
NATURAL
PRODUCTS
PO Box 1715, Boston 02105. ,
GCN Box 232 .
come!unity press
expenses paid tour of the GCN office in
You can't buy better: vitamin-food sup- wytifulll£!1Y!H.Q.W.!l~,.- _ .
13 e 17
(212) 675 3043
ASTROLOGICAL CHARTS
Newly_,renovated South End Apartments
plement~, personal care products, home
nyc 10003 ·
cast
and
interpreted
by
gay
male
with
KIDS
(OF
ALL
AGES)!!
in gay owned building. l and 2 bedcare-cleaning procl ucts, etc. by Shaklee.
Earn extra Christmas money by selling
rooms new baths and remodeled kitchens, emphasis on one's unique direction in
For information or C;; der~ c•ll Linda
NEWS EDITOR
life. An. aid in the struggle of finding
Gay Greeting Cards. Write to Gayline
close public transportation. Call dave or
,i69:l]39.9r_1)6-44§9. -N is looking for a responsible person
out what this life is "all about." Basic
Greetings, PO Box 1715, Boston, MA
kim 426-6025 .
for the pesition of News Editor. Must
HOLY UNION? For superior quality
chart plus aspects $12. Transits extra.
02105 .
ave organizational capabilities and hanFOR SOMEONE WITH IMAGINAof
invitations
and
raised
letter
printing
Classes with emphasis on learning to inBUSINESS BACKGROUND
le personnel well, as well as have jour•
TION AND FLAIR
allied material, call Dave or Kim at
terpret one's own chart. Call 241-8357,
Gay person with experience in advertis- alistic writing and editing knowledge.
This four storey house in good condi426-6025 evenings. Also full line of
, or leave .!lles~ge for Ian at 'tZ.6-4469.
ing, marketing, distribution needed to
aid position. For more information an
tion is for sale. One apt, large salon,
·Bar Mitzvah cards and associated mahelp fledgling company get off the .
application call or write GCN, attn:
sun porch, dining room and kitchen,
G- C N
terial, all first class.
ground. Part-time, some money. Wnte
inda Lachman .
bedroom and bath has been remodCL"'
SS
l
FiEDS
to Gayline Greetings,~ Box 1715,
elled. Two other ap-ts furnished, rented
Boston, MA 02105.
GcT RE SU&- TS
continuously; possibility of another t1Pt
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - W e ' r e tooking for an open, responsible
with very little work. Close to shopping
~
M-'.',NAG!NG ED. (formerly ~ub.)
hard-working person to shar~ the joy and
M.USIC INSTRUCTION
and excellent bus service nevertheless
( GCN 1s lookmg for someone_patient but sweat of creating a cooperative communPiano-Good foundation in theory and e decisive, with organizational skills and ity through a food coop, tea-shop, and
quiet. Marvellous view. Loe Medford.
This would be a good proposition for a
piano technique for beginner & intern . ~ leadership ability for the position of
recycle center. Contact Rising Earth or
group of friends. Cannot fully describe,
' Qajl ~ve11ings_4.n-5424. Cheap_,r_ates, .
( Managing Editor. Call for information, New Union Coop, (617) 661-8782,
must be seen. By app only. Tel.: (617)
C 426-4469 or come in for application to (617) 354-8846, or (617) 277-4409.
391-3565 .
< GCN offices, 22 Bromfield St. in Boston. · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~
OFFICE MANAGER-GCN
..
CARPENTER to complete job, putling ·
Lesbian feminist looking for reasonable
We have a job opening for an affable,
LAB TECH (SALARIED) needed fnr
organized person to coordinate office
'. up studs, sh~etrock, plywood floors.
_comfoitable place to live with other . ·
Tues. & Thurs. eves.. at Fenway Comgoings-on. Job description available on
' You shotitd be competent and reason• .
worria(e)n in Cambridge or Beacon Hill
munity Health Center. Call Jim DeMauro request. Please apply to Ron Arruda,
•ably fast.Mor F:South End. Phone
area. Please call Marge afternoons'at
'Dave or _Kim evenings at 426-6025.
at 267-7573.
c/o GCN. Salary.
<:,
338-8173.
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classifie d CLASS IFIE Del
... ass ifi ed CLASS IFIE Del as
I'M 23 YEARS OLD , MALE, AND IN
NEED.
I'm considered handoome. I was told I
Young gay man seeks modeling jobs.
could be a model if I want to. I'm youthCall 354-9187 , Mon & Wed 1-9, ask for
ful, fun loving, slim , truthful. I'm affecSkipper, room 1. Other days leave mestionate. I'm lonely. I would ·like somesage with phone number.
one I can trust and like. I am also in need
Two spunky women and a van will move of financial help. Please, does someone
you and your stuff. Rates: $10 per ho•,r care? Please help me, I'll be quite grateful. GCN Box 230 .
for the set of us. Call Chris or Jean at

CHRISTMAS IS COMING
Wh at better way to fill your friend's
stocking than with a gift subscription to
GCN. 10 wee.Jes for $2.50. Or special
offer of 5 ten week subscriptions for
$10.00.

A suggestion from the Pioneer Valley
Gay Union : "Don't forget to hug at
least 5 people every day."

PEACE WORK
a newsletter relating the latest developments in the world-wide growing peace
movement. Write Peace Work, 48 Inman
St., Cambridge, Ma. 02139. $3.00/yr.
for 11 issues.

BIRTHDAY!
~
Surprise your friends with a birthday
classified in GCN.

LEATHER GEAR CATALOG
MAJ◊RII y REPORI
Older man needs frind/companion/lover. Handcrafted Custom Leather S&M,
Feminist News For Women-published
Likes good food, good music, & lowB&D Gear. Top quality, fast delivery. , every other week. Subscr. $5 .00/year;
864-669.s·and make arrangements. We're
keyed relationships. Travel's fun too.
reasonable prices. Complete, illustrated 74 Grove St., NYC 10014.
GAY CHRISTMAS CARDS :
insured too!
<;;entle genuiness import.ant. HartfordCATAL?G only $2.00 w/ name, adSanta in high heels. Dozen with enveTHE GAY ALTERNATIVE
dress, Zip, and Age to: TANTALUS,
Farmington-Canton Conn. area. Write
.
.
lopes $3.50 plus 25c pstg. Sample card
'
P.O.
Box
9052-G,
Boston,
MA
02114
.
Gay
l~erat1~n
quarterly .. Rev1~wsi
GCN Box 227 .
25c. PROUD MARY, P.O. Box 3515,
~,
'
analysis, fiction, poetry, mterv1ews.
York, Pa. 17402.
To all gay sisters and brothers, Remem- New subscription rate-,$3/6 issues.
orcester Gays come out. Join usaf &1·
DAMNABLY LONELY OUT HERE
ber: you are an integral and beautiful
232 South St.J Philadelphia, Pa. 19147
Franklin Sf., third floor.M&F welcome.
. PLA y HOUSE? •
i~ rural NW Mass.! ~I I've met so ~ar is
part of Nature's Plan. Don't let anybody
FOCUS
For further info_, wr;tl>.W.G.U., Box
Female wanted to live with me in country kids & kooks. The>: re no-go for this
put you down. Be thankful for being
A Journll for lesbians, put out by Bos359, Fed. Sta., Won.,ester, Ma. 01601.
home. Transvestite lives as gu-1 at nite
/GWF, 40: not looking Coi bars, drugs or Gay.
Sure it's hard living in a narrow
loves like girl. I am kind, considerate.
,' ~.ual sex. Real peo~\~• where are you?
society, but if we stick together, we'll
.
GA y ORGANIZATIONS
tpn DOB. N,ew, excitingTormat. 60c
'
Try me at least for holidays. Write
nte at least, please ... GCN Box 226.
saftiple copy, $1.00 fur 1 year. Send
Line your coffers with silver by selling
~!~E:...~oon enough.
9
l
s R
Drawer A, Ayer, Mass. 01432.
FREE INEZ GARCIA
1check to DOB, 41
Boy ston t., m.
Gay Greeting Cards. Several different
NORTH AND WESTERN MASS.
•
.
.
. ,323, Boston, MA 02116.
designs, in time for the holidays. Liberal
.
..
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GWF 24 seeking GWF 25 to 35 yrs. old This woman 1s now serving 5 years to hfe
financial arrangements with gay-lib .
for
killing
one
of
the
2
men
who
raped
pay and Feminist Literature Resource
who's
intelligent,
warm
and sincere and
Dear
D.P.
(Classified
Box
166):
We
sent
· groups.Write to : Group. Sales, Gayline
her. We must work to free Inez, and to . )List Free! Valuable Guide in obtaining
looking for a long, permanent relationyou your mail, but it was returned .
Greetings, PO Box 1715; Boston, MA
make the public realize the way women , Books, Pamphlets, etc. Write: Southern
ship. I like music, the outdoors and
Please
send
us
your
new
address.
02105.
who are raped are treated by our soGay Liberator, P.O, Box 2118, Boca
movies. GCN Box 233.
ciety and courts. Rape is not sex; it is
Juton, Fla. 33432. .$(:lf addressed and
EAST CONN . GAY ALLIANCE GROUP
violence. The perpetrators of such vio- STAMPED envelope a must. Bookstores
Gays Bis or undecided meet friends or
CONCERT OF THE YEAR
Jenee must be dealt with, not the woSend most recent catalog and get listed
mate in group. Ages 20-60. Come to
LOU CRIMMINS
man who is raped.
on our thi!_<!lit list FRE.EJ
rap and social session Sat. 8-10 pm.
singer and musician will entertain you
Call 889-7530 after 6 pm for details.
in a benefit.concert for GCN. When :
FREE JOY 'O@~
The Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter,
Friday evening, Nov. 22. Time :8:00 pm. Who would have thought that Tues.
Box 4542, Portland, Me. 04112. SubMETROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
Where: Charles St. Meetinghouse, 70
afternoons could be such fun! Come
scription $3.00/yr.
CHURCH meets for worship every SunCharles St., Boston. Donation : $2.00.
help us fold and mail GCN.
day at 7 p.m., 131 Cambridge St., BosCome join us. Many surprises in store
GA y GREETING CARDS., ..,_
Dan Curzon, author of "Something You
ton (Old West Church). Fellowship Hour
for you. Help yourself and your com
Do In The Dark" is starting a quarterly
8:15 p.m. Revs. Lawrence Bernier,
Gay line Greetings is a company of gay called Gay Literature, devoted to new
munity.
Stephanie Bigusiak, and Jeffrey Pulling,
women and men who produce tasteful, fiction, short stories, plays, novels-in
pastors. All persons are welcome. Tele"I would never consider a patient healthy GWF seeks a friend, 35-50 yrs., for
high-quality, gay-oriented greeting
progress, criticism, photography, poetry,
• phone (617) 523-7664.
unless he.or she had overcome his or her steady, quiet relationship. Maybe love
cards at reasonable prices. Write for
art, etc. The first issue is due out next
prejudice against homosexuality ."-from can develop. Hobbies: reading , crafts,
PIONEER VALLEY GAY UNION (of
designs and order blank to Gayline
month and it will cost $2 an issue or $7
Society and the Healthy Homosexual
writing, some sports, good conversation. Greetings, PO Box 1715 , Boston, Ma.
Western Mass.) welcomes women and
a year for 4 issues with special rates for
by
Dr.
George
Weinberg
.
Box 184, Westside Sta., Worcester, Mass. .0_2,.1_0_5_.______________.,. libraries and institutions. From Dr. D.
men to our informal meetings and disGCN DISTR"'"I=B=o-r=m-N~R~o~o....T-E~S~-- 01602.
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GCN is lucky to have staff writer Stur- Brown, Dept. of English, Cal State U,
People for GCN distribution routes on
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urgently. Small comTHE RHINO LIVES
herst Inn in Amherst (across from Grace
news from Maine. But where are all you
missions; dependability a must. Contact But the lavender rhino needs your help.
Church). Join our family, a supportive
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GAY HEALTH HANDBOOK. Basic VD
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Lee Scott, 0-34397 , U-l-N-10 , P.O . Box GCN really needs money . The expenses
characters. Headlines 50¢ per week for a
. the GCN office during regular office hou~.s. ~10 a.rn. to
involved in bringing you a well-written,
747 , F.S.P., Starke, Florida 32091.
maximum of 25 characters. Box numbers are
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- informative paper every week are pheI'm an Aries, 5'10", 170 lb s. I love
available for a charge of $1.00 for 6 weeks if
All
ads
must
be
paia
in
advance
.
Make
check
ar
money
order
nomenally high. Please contribute wha t
David Bowie, New York Dolls, and all
you plan to piC'k up mail at the office, or $2.00
payable to. " Goy Con;,.munity New~" or " GCN." 22 Bromfield!
you can.
classical music. I'm into sport s such as
-for 6 weeks if you want the mail forwarded to
St., B?slon , Mass . 02108 .
tenni s, baseball, and basketball. I' m
you: the $2.00 charge includes the cost of
Include area code in all telephone numbers appearing in ad.
presently incarcerated at Soledad, Calif.. In a surprise move, th e A .P.A . (Ameripostage
or mail we send along to you at the end
Replies
to box nuinbers should be sent to: GCN Classified Box
but am origin ally from Newport, Rhode can Pansies Asso cia tion) declared that
of the 3rd and 6th week. (If you want mail
Number . . . . , 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Moss. 02108.
psychiatry
is
no
lo
nge
r
a
sick
profession
Island. I wo uld like to write to bro thforwarded more often, please include 50¢ above
No ads accepted by phone.
It is now merely di sturb ed .
ers interested in politics, and so meone
the $2 charge for each additional time you
GCN
reserves
the
right to edit or reject advertising which may
THE WHALES NE ED YOUR HELP
want your mail forwarded.)
who will accept me for what I am ; no t
result
in legal action.
Th e las t of th e wo rld' s great mammals ,
for what I've bee n. William (Billy) DeHeadlines .. .... ...... ... ... .. .. at 50{ per week---CCN hos no control over classified advertisers; hence , we
arc being slaughtered by so phisticat ed
Witt, PO Box B-34742, Soledad , Cal.
First 140 characters....... at $1.00 per week - - cannot assure you that your inquiry will be answered or that
milit ary weapons by th e Ja panese and
93960.
Eac h additional
the product or service is accurately presented.
Ru ssians. Please boyco tt produ cts fr o m
70 cha racters............ at 50{ per week _ _ __
Dea r love,
th ese co untries, and tell merchant s wh y ·P.lease circ1e·the heaoin·g und er wnich you wa·nt your
FORWARD Box No ...... a t $2.00 fo r 6 week s _
I am looking fo r so me of my und erstand- yo u are boyco tting. Let's bring human- ad £o a1'1)ear :
PICK UP Bo x No ..... .. .... at $ 1.00 for 6 weeksing peo ple to write to me. I am gay and
kind back to a level of sa nit y. Ptlt pres- , APARTM ENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
Forwardings be yo nd 2 ... at 50{ addi tio nal
very proud of it. I am 33 yrs, white,
sure on th ose wh o would turn this
JOBS OFF ERED JOBS WANTED ORGANIZATIONS
Number
forwardin g _ _ __
5'8", d.ark hair and eyes. 1 am a priso ner planet int o a wasteland . Boycott ToyRESORTS
RIDES
here with a bunch of nuts wh o try to
ota, Datsun , Nikon, Hond a. Fo r more , PEN PALS PERSONALS
Weeks ••••••••• ,. TarAL. ,••••••
ROOMMATES SERVICES WANTED
MISCELL.
work me over every day. I ho pe th at so me info write : Anim al Welfa re Institut e,
one out th ere will co rrespond wi th me.
P.O . Box 3650 , Wash ., D.C. 20007.
LOST AND FOUND
PUBLICATIONS
Much Gay Love. Bobby Rh odu s, 136097,
use one box for each
Box 787 , Lu casville, Ohio 45 648 .
by Cat ullu s
TO LESBIA ,
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GR EETINGS
I've been in ca rcerated for mor e th an 4½
yea rs without a for-real fri end. It's needless to say how mu ch I'll a fJpr ecia le any
number of co rrespondences. I re turn to
society in earl y '7 5. Charles Betts,
D-23236-12-22 11 , P.O. Box 74 7, Starke,
Fla. 32091.

personals ·
.

.

ATTN : WH ERE IS MY KIND OF
WOMAN? Have yo u tried the Thurs.
DOB o ld er women's rap sessions? 8 pm,
419 Boylston St., Rm . 323 . If you have
been, com e back and give it an o ther try.
Lois and I have met some beauti ful women and mad e many friend s through
DOB.
Love, Sheri

classified ad order form

or

character space
Le t-us live, my Leshia, and let us love,
And le t us es tim a te all th e goss ip of
50•
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...As worth onl y a penn y.
Suns ca n se t and th en ri se aga in,
But as fo r us, wh en once our brief light
sets,
There is only an ever lasting night of
sleep.
Give me a th ousand ki ·ses, then a hundred ,
Th en still ano th er th o usa nd , and th en
a seco nd hundred ,
Then still another th o usa nd , th en a
hundred ;
Then after we shall have run up many
thousa nds,
Name .... ..... .... .. ................. ... ...... ..... ..... .. ....
We shall confuse th e count , so. tha t we
do not know it.
Address ...... ........ ..: ... ...... ...... ..... ....... .. ...... .
Full name, address and telephone number of advertiser must
And no wicked person may be able to
City ... ...... .. .. ..... ........ .. .......... ,State .. .. .. ... .. .
, be given with each ad. This information is strictly confidential;
~tthe~ileyeoou~
\
however, we cannot print your ad without it.
Zip .... ..... ... ..... .. Phone ....
... ..... ... .... .
When
so he
many.
knows that our kisses were just ,.,_ _ _ _ _"'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,;;....
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _............
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
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DO YOU HAVE CHUTZPAH?
Subscribe to Chutzpah, radical Jewish
newspaper, which includes and welcomes gay article~. Write: Chutzpah,
P.O.B. 60142, 1723 W. Devon, Chicago,
Ill. 60660.
MOUTH OF THE DRAGON
A poetry journal of male love on sale at
Everybody's Autobiography, Grolier
Bookshop, The Red Book. Also Androgyny Bookshop, Montreal, & Meridian
Books, Philadelphia. "A celebraticn of
our selves."

------------------~-

R.F.D.
A magazine for rural gays. Will publish
4 to 6 times/ year depending on reader
response. Subscr. $2.00/yr. Write RFD,
P.O. Box 161 , Grinnell, Iowa 50112.

· resorts
ONONDAGA FARM, SALEM, N.Y.
Gay guest farm in sylvan mountain setting open on weekends. Four hour drive
from Boston. "$60/couple incl. room,
5 meals, a-nd undisturbed use of 400acre farni. For information, call
6 I 7-35 8-4067.

room,mates

'

GWM, 32, well-educated, professional,
eeks stable GWM professional to share
fully furnished 3 bedroom townhouse in
Waltham. Call 899-9458.
0

GAY DATES
WANTED
Surely there must be some gay women
Choose your own date from our lists.
Info includes city, physical des~ription, or men who cannot come out, but
social interests, and sexual preferences. would be willing to donate money to
. •
.
.
Pianos finely tuned complete marnten- $5 fee entitles you to a revised list of 2 the various struggling gay organizations.
ance service, regulation, and action reno- months. Rush the above info with $5 to (this newspaper, for example.) We must
Gay Dates, Box 337, Kenmore Station, _all work together each in our_o~n way.
vation. T. Hannon, 782-1878 or 267MECHANICS GARAGES ETC.
Boston 02215.
2739.
CHRISTMAS IS COMING
What better way to bring happiness to FREE LESSONS IN TRANSCENDEN- The Elaine Noble truck has been donG - St., F - M Roommate for large clean
( tt )
your friends than a gift subscription to TAL MAGIC BY MAIL! The real esoteric ated to GCN. Can you help us keep
sunny, well-decorated apt. 5 min. to
running? Contact Marion at,GCN 6 17
knowledge is given freely. Don't be
Boston by auto. Quiet, clean, safe, resiripped off. The Order of the Illuminati, 426-4469. We ridw have_\\?.h~ls!
GCN.
dential area. W tow., air cond., D&D,
·
BOOK D'RIVE
an international correspondi;nce fraterORBIT ESOTERIA
.
balcony. AU modern with considerate
Demian has created a pleasant collection,,.nity, offers all sincere aspirants ancient The HCHS Library urgent!y' heeds gay
pleasant gd looking early 30's. NOT A
of cartoons and mandalas, a mix of 20 'wisdom and the keys to power. Send a books periodicals, and pamphlets,
SEX AD. SERIOUS ONLY. $125 mo.
books.on psychology and counselling:
holy and mildly erotic images. Send $3 long letter about yourself to The Illu+ deposit. (617) 889-1627. 3-4:30 p.m.
Share books you have already read wtfh
in postal or bank money order (please no minati, 1437 Polk St. No. 4, SF Cal.
Wed & Thurs - anvtime.
others by bringing them to HCHS,
personal checks) to Demian, 389 Amity 94109.
, Room 403,419 Bo,:Iston St., Bos_ton.
•
.;---■---,
01002.
Ma.
Amherst,
St.,
ROOMMATE
·TYPESE'ITING for GAY COMMUNITY (Ring the bell 4 times if the"d?or 1&
BOSTON BAIL PROJECT
ENTERPRISES
~eke~--- ~ ~ - Use our1'acilities (IBM Comp~ser~ to
Most people who are arrested are al.
lowed bail. The rich can always pay. The produ~e your booklet or ~ubhcation_.
,G_o_od rates. (We are GCN s typesetter.)
poor often languish in dirty cells just
,Personal, confidential service for gay
Wnte: GCN Box 69.
because they are poor. You can help.
women and men.
Con tact the Boston Bail Project, 1151
OPENING!
WHiTCi-I
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02138, or
"TOTALLY OFF THE BEATEN PATtI"
Four women who make good music.
Appointment Only
call (617) 491-1575.
Photos by E. Braverman and E. Roth.
For booking information call Elaine,
GAY HEALTII NIGHT
days (617) 536-5836; eves (617) 665- Opening Sun. 11/17/74 Prospect St.
Call Linda or Doug
W,·dnc,day evenings (6:3()-9:30) at
Gallery, 188 Prospect St. Cambridge,
7007.
267-1833, 742-0681
4:00 :tM_,__ __ _
I-1·.NWA Y COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER 16 llaviland Street. Boston
BICENTENARIO SIN COLONIAS
Wanted- 2 gay males to share No. Shore
267-7573 G.:ncral n11.:di,al (induding
Let's have a Bicentennial without colonhome with owner. Seaside. Excel. trans.
VD) for Guy ,,·omen and i11cn. CoNEEDED DESPERATELY
ies. Support an independent Puerto Rico.
Lively, friendly. Not queenly. Folks
sponsored by IIOMOPHILJ: COM
GCN needs a good used typewriter. Got For more information, call (617) 266wanted. Write P.O. Box 15, Swampscott,
I\IUNITY IIFAL TII SERVICE.
o_~c ha':ging arotJn~? Donate one today! 4613.
_Mass. 01917 .
2F + IM in roomy Dorchester household seek one additional person. Located
near Fields Corner with lots of space,
sunshine, and plants, also one cat. Seeking someone who is quietly gregarious,
and willing to work at making the place
real homey. Call John, Kathy, or Mary
Ellen at (617) 282-4977, and we'll arrange to have you to supper.

.-----------------~------,

services

. mis(:ellaneous

wanted -
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THE GAY GUY'S GUIDE

NO. STATION
• 1•

PIANO BAR
GAME ROOM
DANCING

227-6651

1270

If you're looking for it,
and it's around,
you'll find it at

1270 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

JACQUE'S
79 Broadway , Boston

if it isn't at Jacque's
it isn't around.

JAMIE JAMES
and the FRISCO FOLLIES
HELD OVER ONE WEEK ONLY

Wed., Nov. 20 thru Sun., Nov. 24
DiROCC01 S CABARET

ALWAYS PLAYING
THE FINEST IN
ALL MALE-X RATED MOTION PICTURES!

NEW SHOWS EVERY WEDNESDAY!

BOSTON AREA

(area code 617)

864-8181
Bisexual Rap Counseling Group
536-6197
Boston Gay Youth
734-7223
Boston College Homophile Union
Boston University Homophile League 353-3635
B'nai Haskalah (Gay Jewish Group) 265-6409
354-8807
Cambridge Women's Center
523-0368
Charles Street Meetinghouse
241-8357
Assn.
Charlestown Gay Neighbors'
227-9469
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
492-6450
Closet Space (WCAS 740 AM)
262-1592
Daughters of Bi!itis
Dignity /Boston
c/o 1105 Boylston St., Boston 02215
Emerson Homophile Society for the Arts
Rm. 34, 96 Beacon St., Boston 02108
536-9826
Fag Rag
Fenway,J;ommunity Health Center 267-7573
267-0516
Fengay, c/o Thom Nylund
266-2069
Gay Academic Union
536-3285
523-0368,267-0764,
Gay Alert
426-4469
Gay Community News
868-5729
Gay Media Action
783-1627
Gay Media Action Advertising
266-5477
Gay Hotline (1-9 Tu,Th; 1-5 W)
232-6323
Gay Nurses Alliance
Gay People of UMass/Boston 287-1900x2396
547-1451
Gay Speakers Bureau
353-2790
Gay Way Radio (WBUR 90.9 FM)
864-8181
Gender Identity Service
536-9826
Good Gay Poets
738-0486
Hang In There Help-Line (H.1.T.)
Homophile Community Health
Service
266-5477
Homophile Union of Boston
536-6197
Lavender Hour (WBCN 104.1 FM)
266-1111
Lesbian Liberation (c/o Women's
Center)
354-8807
Lesbian Mothers
354-8807
~s~n Therapy Research-Project
364-8807
~vapJ-Radcli.ffe Gay Group
498-4244

:

:

BIENVENUE

'

20 Boylston Place
Boston

2 completely different shows nightly
Call ( 61 7) 649-9186 for reservations

Tyngsboro, Mass.

Frost Rd. (Off Fite. 3)

QUICK GAY

Metropolitan Communfty Church
523-7664
MIT Student Homophile League
253-5440
National Organization for Women
267-6160
OtherFund Inc. (Gay United Fund)
c/o GCN, Box 3000
267-9150
Proiect Place
267-0764
Fr. Paul Shanley
"282-4977
Unitarian Gay Caucus
Wal_tham-Watertown Gays, Box 7100 c/o GCN\
Woffil!n's Community Health Center
5-47-2302
Cambridge
536-6197
Tufts Gay Community, c/o HUB

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS (AC 617)
Dignity /Merrimack Valley
P.O. Box 348; Lowell 01853
Homophile Union of Montachusett
P.O. Box F5, Leominster
MCC / Worcester

756-0730

Provmcetown 24-Hour Drop-in
487-0387
Center
Provincetown Homophile Assistance League,
02657
Box 674, Provincetown
999-1070
New Bedford Women's Clinic
SMU Gay Alliance, SMU Campus Center,
N. Dartmouth 02747
752-8330
Worcester Gay Union

WESTERN MASS.

(area code 413)

Amherst Gay Hotline
(men & women)
Ever_ywoman's Center (Amherst)
Gaybre.al< Radio (WMUA-FM, 91.9)
J{ampshire College Gay Friends
Pioneer Valley Gay Union. Amherst
Ga_y Women's Caucus(Amherst)

545-0154
545-0883
546-2876
642-4889
253-2591
546-3438

522-5575
MCC Hartford
522-5575
Hartford Gay Counseling
Women's Liberation Center,Hartford 523-8949

S~ringfield Gay Alliance
Southwest Women's Center
UMass Student Homophile League
Valley Women's Center (Northampton)

RHODE ISLAND

583-3904
545-0626
545-0154
586-2011

(area code 401)

Brown University Gay Liberation, c/o Student
Activities Office.Brown U.,Providence 02912'
Dignity/Providence.Box 2231,Pawtucket 02861
942-2094
Gay Women of Providence
Homophile Community Health
Service (Providence)
274-4737
MCC Providence & Coffee House
831-3773
Kingston Gay Liberation
792-5817

VERMONT

(area code 802)

658-3830,862-2397
Gay In Vermont
Gay Students Org .• Box 501,
.
. Goddai-d College, Plainfield 05667 .
862-7770,863-323'7
Vermont Gay Women
862-5504
Women's Switcltboard
863-1386
Counseling for Gay Women & Men
658-3830, 862-2397
Gay Male Counseling

CONNECTICUT

'

For those of you wh~
are still wondering
... We're still here.

(area code 203)

George W. Henry Foundation.
522-2646
Hartford
Gay Alliance at Yale, 2031 Yale Sta.•
New Haven 06520
Gay Alliance,ir,/o OConn Women's
486-4738
·
Center
568-2665
Kalos/Gay Liberation Hartford
Institute of Social Ethics/National Gay Archives.
1 Gold St.• Suite 22B, Hartford 06103
547-1281

NEW HAMPSHIRE

(area code 603)

Univ. N.H. Gay Students Organization,
c/o Memorial Union, Durham 03824
Women's Group. P.O. Box 137,Northwood 03261
(DO NOT use "gay" on any mail to this group)
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance .
Box 1424, Portsmouth 03801

MAINE

(area code 207)

Bangor Unitarian Gay Caucus,
P.O. Box 1046, Bangor 0440l
Brunswick Gay Women's Group,
136 Maine St., Brunswick 04011
Gay Rights Organization (GRO),
P.O. Box 4542, Portland 04114
Gay Support and Action,
183 Main St .• Bangor 04401
Hancock County Gays.
P.Q. Box 275, Ellsworth 04605
·
l,_a!llbda, 7 Nancy Rd .• Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Task Force
Box 4542, Portland 04144
The Bridge, Box 901, Roberts Union,
Colby College, Waterville 04901
Wilde-Stein Club, Memorial Union,
University of Maine, Orono 04473
\
Maine Freewoman's Herald,
Box 488, Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Indians, c/o Deanna Francis,
Passamaquoddy Library,Pleasant Point 04667
Gay Liberation Front, c/o Charlie Hamor,
General Delivery, Calais 04619
Lewiston Gay,R~ts O~1tti9n., . , , , ~
147 Park St.\ 'Lew'tston: 04240 ~ '

C·OMING
20 \Ved
"Free our siste'rs- Free ourselves" will be
the theme of a poetry reading tonight sponsored by the Boston Movement Bail Fund.
Reading from their works will be Marge
Piercy, Miriam (Palmer) Dyak, and Brenda
Walcott. The reading will begin at 8 pm in
Old Cambridge Baptist Church, 1151 Mass.
Ave., near Harvard Square in Cambridge,
Mass. A donation of $2.00 will be requested
at the door, with all proceeds going to the
Women's Bail Fund. If you can't afford
$2.00, whatever you can afford will be O.K.
For more information call (617) 491-1575,
354-6597, or 825-9476. An event by women
for everybody.
DOB/Boston business meeting tonight at
8 pm at 419 Boylston St., Boston, room
323.
The First Parish Universalist-Unitarian
Church of Ashby, Mass. will feature a discussion on the subject "The Politics of
Feminism and the Rights of Sexual Minorities". Gue~t speaker will be Elaine
Noble. The event is spon sored by the .
Social Responsibility Committee of the
U.U. First Parish at Ashby, and is free of
charge. Ashby is about 5 miles north of
Fitchburg near the New Hampshire border.
Another special GCN Governing Board
meeting will take place tonight at 7:30 pm
expressly for the purpose of interviewing
applicants for the long-vacant key position of News Editor, and hopefully the
hiring of same. If there are a substantial
number of applicants for the position of
Office Manager by that date, and if there
is time, the filling of that position will also be dealt with. Meet at the office, 22
Bromfield St., Boston.
Club LaGrange will hold another in a series
of free VD clinics for its members today
from 5 pm to 7 pm at C'lub LaGrange,
Another free clinic
will also be held on 2 December. Remember,
being sick is no fun at all .

eve ry wee k

No v 20 thr u De c 7 -- -.
22 lri

4 \Ved

GCN will hold a benefit concert for itself
tonight at the Charles St. Meetinghouse, 70
Charles St., Boston. Lou Crimmins will be
the featured performer, and the concert
will begin at 8 pm. A donation of $2.00 at
the door seems appropriate. The paper you
support may be your own.

The Charlestown (Mass.) Gay Neighbors
Association will hold its monthly meeting
today. For time and location call (617)
241-8357.

6 lri

23 sat
A conference on Women Imprisoned will
be sponsored today by the Boston Movement Bail Fund from lO am to 4 pm at the
Auditorium at 100 Arlington St. , Boston,
part of the U. of Mass. Park Sq. Campus. A
feature length film called Women in Prison
will be shown. Workshops during the day
will be on 'Bail and Jail', 'Prostitutio n',
'Prison Health' , 'Framingha m In stitution' ,
and so forth . Donation is $2.00 or whatever you can afford. All proceeds go to the
Women's Bail Fund. For more information
call ( 6 I 7) 491-1575 , or 354-3073.

Lnnd-cra.b ( Ge,:arc(11us 1·11r it:o/1J).

2m on
Club LaGrange will hold another in the
series of free VD clinics for its members
today at the .O.u,.li pC-rai1ge
Confidential testing, get it
while you last.
The Wilde-Stein Club will hold a "Fruits
and Fruitcakes Sale" today and tomorrow,
Dec. 3, in the Memorial Union of the University of Maine at Orono. All manner of
edibles with fruit in them will be for sale.
If you would like to donat e something,
please contact Susan Henderson, WildeStein, Memorial Union , U. of Maine, Orono,
M·aine 04473.

I sun
Dignity/Boston will hold its monthly
meeting today at 1 :30 pm in St.Clement's
Church, l l 05 Boylston St. This is Dignity's 2nd anniversary celebration, and also
a celebration of the Mass by Bob Boufier,
who will be the first Dignity member to
be orpained to the priesthood. The newly
elected officers of the Boston chapter will
also be announced. A potluck supper will
follow the Mass. Hot dishes will get cold
by the time the services are over, so plan to
bring something cold unless you have some
way ?f reheating.

7 .3'.: ,,, , -Gay Support and Action Group,
•Bangor, Maine
7:30 pm- Pioneer Valley Gay Union, Lord Jef.
WEDNESDAYS
.
frey's Hair Salon, Amherst Inn, Amherst
12 noon-8 pm-Provinc etown Drop-In Center
· 7 :30 pm - MCC Ecume..;ical ·choir practice, Old
has these hours especially for gay problems.
West Church, 131 ~Cambridge St., Boston
Come in or call. See Quick Gay Guide.
7 :30 pm-Gay Women's Caucus and Rap ,
2:00 pm-SMU Gay Alliance gay/ straight rap,
UMass/Amhe rst, Campus Center
group one, Rm. 108
8 :00 pm - Otherfund Inc. meet at GCN office,
7 :00 pm - SMU Gay Alliance Men's Rap, 2nd
22 Bromfield St.. Boston
...
·
floor, campus center
8:00 pm - DOB Rap for Older Women, 419 Boyls7-10 pm-MCC Health Center, 75 Empire Str,
ton St., Rm. 323
Providence
8:00 pm- Lesbian Liberation meeting, Women ' s
7 :30 pm-SMU Gay Alliance, Student Senate
Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge
Chambers, Campus Center, North Dart8:30 pm- Harvard-Rad cliffe Gay Group, Phillips
mouth, Mass.
Brooks House, Harvard Yard , Cambridge
7:30 pm-Waltham -Watertown Gays, meet and
9:00 pm - Gay Way Radio, WBUR 90.9 FM
" 1 PP, Box 7100 c/o GCN (2nd and 4th Weds.) · 12M-3 am - MCC Providence Coffee House
Evenings- Gay Rights Organization , Portland
1 • 7 :30 pm-Worcest er SiDgles Rap , (6.l 7) 7 56•
Maine
07 30 for details
FRIDAYS
11 :00 am-SMU Gay Alliance lesbian rap , Gay
7:30 pm - DCD Le~bian Mothers Rap, 419 BoylsAllianr.e office
ton St., Rm. 323
· 12: 30 pm - UMass/Bosto n Gay Group, Columbia
10:15 pm-"Gaybre ak Radio," on WMUA-FM,
Point, College JI, room 620
91.1 me. (I st and 3rd Wednesdays)
7 :00 pm - Wilde-Stein Club , Univ. of Maine,
THURSDAYS
Memorial Union
6:15 pm- WBCN's "Rhinocerou s" radio show,
8 :30 pm - B'nai Haskalah, o'ld West Church,
104.1, Boston
. Boston

,3 tue s
Community Meeting with GCN to rally
the support we so badly need . If you have
ever thought of giving your energies to
help this part of the gay community and
have not got 'round to doing so, or if you
want to do more than you already have,
this is the tim·e when we need you to be
with us as never before. If GCN !us been
of value, if you think there is still a place
for it in our life, it is now that we must all
put the pieces together. PI-ease make a
showing at 7:30 at the office, 22 Bromfield
St., Boston. The paper you save will be
your own!
·8 :30 pm-UConn Gay Alliance, Inner College
Trailer, 'R' lot, off N. Eagleville Rd ., Storrs,
Conn.
1 am-5 am - MCC Providence Coffee House

.SATURDAYS

1 :00 pm- Boston Gay Youth , 536-6197
2:00 pm -- Boston Gay Youth, open rap & meeting, 419 Boylston St. , Rm . 509
3:00 pm - Worcester Gay Union Radio, WCUW
91.3 FM
8:00 pm - Gay Support and Action , dance at
23 Franklin St., Bangor, Maine
1 am-5 am - MCC Providence C:offee House

SUNDAYS
10:30 am - Closet Space, WCAS, 740 .AM
1 :00 pm- DOB softball, Maga zine Beach, Cambridge
2-4 pm - Gay Women of Providence rap, etc.
942-2094
2:30 pmGay A's" Alcoholics rap, Old West
Church, 131 Cambridge St., Bosto n
4 :00 pm - MIT SHL meeting, Rm. 1-132 (first
& third Sundays)
4 :00 pm - MCC/Worces ter ser,vices at Central
Congregation al Church, 6 Institute Rd .,
Worcester
5 :30 pm- Exodus Mass, St. Clement's Church,
1105 Roylston St., Boston
6 :30 pm Gay Church Services. 23 Franklin Sf..
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MCC/Boston will sponsor a Couples' PotLuck Supper tonight at 7 pm at Old West
Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston. "Vir
Amat", a film about a gay male couple
made by the Glide Memorial Church of
San Francisco, will be shown. All gay
couples of whatever sex are welcome, and
ought to bring a hot dish, salad, or desert
to share.

7 thu ts
Bill Homans Jr., singer-musician-songwriter,
and Esso Kugush, poet, will perform their
respective specialties today at 8 pm at the
Stone Soup Gallery, 313 Cambridge St.,
Boston . This will be an open party in honor
of Esso's one full year of poetic editorial
broadsides, published and dispensed on
alternate Saturdays on the Boston Common. Bring a donation, eats, drinkables,
and good vibes.

Please subinit calendar items to Calendar Editor; GCN, noon on 'rhursdro-pri<>r to the date of publi'cation.

Serving Home
Cooked

ITALiAN
FOOD
Open Daily for
Lunch & Dinner

THE HOUSE RESTAURANT
Your Host: Tony Bosco

12 Wilton St., Allston
Off Cambridge St. near Harvard Ave.

783-5701

_ Ban~or, Maine
6:30 pm-MCC Boston hymn-sing, worship and
fellow~hip, Old West Church, Boston
7:00 pm-MCC Providence services, 7 5 Empire
St., Prov;dence. 831-3733
7 :30 pm - MCC ffartford. St. Paul's United
· Methodist Church, 1 Amity St.
8:00 pm - Worcester Gay Union , 82 Franklin St. ,
Worcester, Rm . 31
12M-3 arn - MCC Providence Coffee House

MONDAYS
10:00 am - Gay News, WCAS, 740 AM
5:30 pm - Women's Community Health Center
open house, 137 Hampshire St. , Cambridge,
Mass.
·
7:00-10:00 pm- Bisexual Phone Line, 266-5347
7-10 pm- MCC Health Center, 75 Empire St.,
Providence

1

TUESDAYS
7 :00 pm-Lesbian Therapy Research Project, ,
Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge
, 7:30 pm - DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston St.,
Rm. 323
7 :30 pm- Transvestite Rap, 419 Boylston St.,
Rm. 415 (first and third Tuesdays)
7 :30 pn:i - MCC prayer group, 75 Empire St. ,
Providence,, 831-3773. Rap session ~ollows _

